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� Two principle drawbacksof photoconductivedetectors :

1. Poor time response, due to long electron lifetime

2. Significant shot noise from high level of dark current

� remedy problems             photodiodedetector



�



� To evaluate current:

Another relation:

� I–V relation for semiconductor diode for no light absorption� I–V relation for semiconductor diode for no light absorption

� When light is absorbed an additional negative current

: fractionof incident photons that absorbedto create electron–hole pairs.
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� Depending on applicationeach modes have advantagesand disadvantages.

One important applicationutilizing photovoltaic mode is solar cell.

� Electrical powersupplied to load resistor:

Where

practical conditions of solar illumination
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For a particularvalue of R, solvednumerically, and efficiency

By varying R, graph in Fig. 14-4 obtained.

optimum efficiency: 8.94% for R = 2.5.optimum efficiency: 8.94% for R = 2.5.

optimum efficiency: 17.9%for R = 5.



� 14-2. OUTPUT SATURATION
In this section, examine linearityof photodiode detector circuits using two 
types of biasing modes.

� 14.2.1. Photovoltaic Mode

When R is very largeWhen R is very large



If 

Where

ForFor

Defining
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� Equations in terms of equivalent circuit 
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� Therefore, a trade-offbetween sensitivityand dynamic range

� Saturationwith incident power for different values of load resistance



� 14.2.2. Photoconductive Mode

Saturationbehavior by referring to the load-line analysis of Fig.14-3.
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� If               

Then bothof these effects become unimportant.

� In this large-signal regime, photoconductivemode is best choice for detector circuit.

� If               

Then shot noise from dark current can become a dominant source of detector Then shot noise from dark current can become a dominant source of detector 
noise.

� In this small-signal regime, photovoltaicmode is a better choice.



� 14-3. RESPONSE TIME

Time takes for detector output to change in responseto changes in input light 
intensity.

� In photoconductive-typedetectors

Response time is quite poorbecause of electron replenishmentprocessResponse time is quite poorbecause of electron replenishmentprocess

� In photodiodedetectors

Replenishment process is suppressedby p–n junction, which presents a barrier to 
movement of majority carriers.

� Therefore response time is significantly improved

� In this section, consider implications and relative importance of transit time
and capacitancein determining photodiode response time.



� 14.3.1. Junction Capacitance

Evaluated by determininghow chargeon either side of junction changesin 
response to a changing diode voltage.

� assume

junction width d

� When an externalvoltage V applied to diode



� For reverse-bias voltage



� If incidentpower suddenly switchedfrom zero to constant value at t = 0

RC: time constant of circuitRC: time constant of circuit

Units: secondswith R in ohms and C in farads.

� rise time:time taken to risefrom 10% to 90%of final value.

For RC circuit:
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� 14.3.2. Carrier Transit Time
Single p–n Junction

Current pulse from a single photoexcited electron lastsas long as electron 
movingthrough a region with high electric field. 

Since E field is highonly in depletionregion current pulse last a time known 
as transit time:as transit time:

d: width of depletion region 

v: velocity of charge carrier
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� 14-4. TYPES OF PHOTODIODES
14.4.1. PIN Photodiode
� Assumedthat photoexcited

electron–hole pairs created in 

depletion region, where there is

a strong E field.a strong E field.

This is not always the case:



Solution:

Eliminatediffusion region.

By decreasingdonorconcentration in n region.

Middle region is very lightly doped

PIN photodiode most commonlyused photon detector:

- Eliminates carrier diffusion,

- d is fixed by geometry of device
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� 14.4.2. Avalanche Photodiode

To increase signal generated by detector, before amplification.

One way is through avalanche multiplication process:



Creation of electron–hole pairs by impact ionization in terms of energy band:



� A photodiode utilizing avalanche multiplication to achieve gainis termed an 
avalanche photodiodeor APD:

Structureof APD, differs from PIN:

1. light entersthrough a highly doped

n-typelayer rather than a p-typelayer.

2. additional p-typelayer added between

highly doped n layer and intrinsic layer.

� Operation of APD :



� Multiplication factor M:

Ratioof photocurrent with amplificationto photocurrent without amplification

� Relation between E(x) and bias voltage(magnitudes only):

As bias voltageincreases, areaunder E(x) curve increases proportionately.



� At some critical voltage, depletion region “reaches through”to highly doped p+ 
region, with electric field extending uniformly through out intrinsic region.

� Device biased in this way is termed a reach-through APD.

� Typical variation of responsivity with applied bias voltage for a reach-through APD.



� 14.2.3. Schottky Photodiode
utilizes metal–semiconductorjunction to separate and collect photogenerated
charge carriers. 

� operationof a Schottky photodiode

for metal–n–n+ configuration, for metal–n–n+ configuration, 



� some advantagesof Schottkyphotodiodes over PIN photodiodes:

1. Only onemetal–semiconductor connectionneeds to be made (metal–n+), and 
ohmic contacts are readily formed for such a junction.

2. Improved time response.

3. Metal junctions can be made with a wide variety of semiconductors, including 
those with wide band gapEg, such as SiC, GaN, and AlGaN.

� somedisadvantagesof Schottkyphotodiodes:

Less efficient than PIN photodiodes at longer wavelengths, due to reflection and 
absorption of light in metal layer.



� 14-5. SIGNAL-TO -NOISE RATIO

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR):

Ratio of electrical signalpower to electrical noise power.

� Electrical signal power

� Note:

Appliesonly when detectorcircuit is well below saturation.

In photoconductivemode “signal” current defined as measured current minus dark 
current.



� For shot noise

� For thermal noise

� we can write:



limiting cases one source of noise dominates:

� Large signal

When,            and                  (recall                  )

Noise is dominated by shot noise from signal current

SNR is independentof load resistance.

SNR is roughly number of charge carriersproduced during measurement time.

SNR increaseslinearly with incidentoptical power.



� 2. Small signal, large RL.

When and

SNR is limited by shot noise from dark current i0,

SNR is independent of load resistanceSNR is independent of load resistance

SNR increases with square of incidentoptical power.

� 3. Small signal, small RL.

When and

SNR is limited by thermal noise from load resistor RL.



� noise equivalent power (NEP):

Optical powerthat gives SNR = 1

In limiting case #2:

MKS unit for NEP is watts

An alternativeunit for optical power is dBm:

Power in dB relative to 1 mW.



� wavelength dependence of D* wavelength dependence of D* 



� 14-6. DETECTOR CIRCUITS
14.6.1. High-Impedance Amplifier

3 dB electrical bandwidth:
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